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Executive Summary of the Day
The vision of the project is to enable people to live in their own dwelling together with others who
share values and resources through the community. It is a community designed to support ageing in
place in a setting which is open to younger generations (to what degree to be decided). Control over
who can purchase/lease in the development will be exercised only in so far as residents make a
commitment to participate in the community and abide by the principles of residence (the
constitution). The key elements of the community will be that it:
•
•
•
•

supports shared facilities and common areas
is developed on the principles of environmental sustainability
individually owned units will be heritable
includes a diversity of 1,2 and 3 bed dwelling types with the majority being 2 beds.

Potential residents will delegate the development of the cohousing project to a sub-group under
heads of agreement with members of the AGEncy Project. This group will develop the details of
ownership, financing and governance on behalf of members and consult as necessary. The finished
product could be a constitution which draws upon existing legislation and models of ownership
(strata title, retirement village legislation, company title etc).
The project will be developed and consulted upon in two stages and with an ongoing governance
framework established:
1. At set up a small number of people to have a purview of membership, heads of agreement,
commitment to invest money, compatibility of land/property to concept, acquisition of
land/property
2. Once land/property purchased this group will ensure the design is developed in a way
compatible with the agreed framework for habitation
3. Ongoing governance would grow from heads of agreement and become ‘village laws’ which
would evolve via participation.
Most participants at the workshop indicated they wanted to live in an urban/inner west
environment although a number indicated a second preference for a rural cohousing development.
Key location principles were however for it to be accessible within the community (proximity to
transport, shops, parks, water) and in the choice of site (away from hills and many levels).
Of those surveyed in the exit survey (only 15 people) there was a strong enthusiasm for being part of
a cohousing project with over half anticipating moving into it in 5 – 10 years’ time.
Participants accepted that the amount of shared space would be limited by the budget residents
would be prepared to allocate over and above the purchase of their own units – both for capital
development and ongoing maintenance. It was accepted that shared space for eating together and
meeting together was a basic principle of the development. This would enable a wide variety of
groups to be run by and for residents (and possibly including guests from the wider community)
There was broad agreement about the types of additional shared facilities that would be desirable.
These included: garden, laundry (with a few people preferring their own facilities), storage,
workshop, gym, pool, cars, bicycles, guest accommodation, IT resources, art facilities.
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Given the ageing in place emphasis of the cohousing development, shared health facilities such as
treatment rooms would be designed into the building. This would all be dependant on cost and the
residents would decide which facilities would ultimately be included.
Participants at the workshop were very much in favour of the cohousing development being part of
the wider community through sharing of knowledge both about cohousing and skills and knowledge
which could be of use to the local community. Sharing could also extend to the opening of the
garden and other community space.
Many participants at the workshop agreed with the principle of incorporating some low
cost/affordable housing as part of the development. At least half of the participants agreed that this
would be funded through their own financial contributions to the development. The others agreed
on the basis that subsidy occurred through other means (e.g. housing associations).
Design of the cohousing development would take place in conjunction with residents using the
principles above as a guide. Individual units could be designed with input from initial purchasers with
all units including effective sound proofing, maximisation of light, ventilation and outlook and
environmentally sustainable design practices.
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Cohousing Vision Workshop – Background and Methodology
The vision workshop was preceded by several information sessions which gave members of the
Balmain Peninsular and other interested participants a brief description of the
cohousing movement.
Those interested to pursue the idea further signed up to attend the workshop which
was held in a local community hall. Over fifty people attended the workshop, all
were members of the AGEncy Project.
The workshop was facilitated by Louise Silburn and Jo McAlpine
from Transforming Partnerships and graphic recording was
carried out by Rebecca Lazenby from Paragrafix. We used an
Open Space method to ensure all participants felt heard and
believed their contribution would be of value to the ongoing
development of the project. Feedback on the session was
overwhelmingly positive – with the inclusive approach being
appreciated by participants.
Open Space relies on a few principles which we kept to during
the day:
The four principles
We held these principles through the day and believe they contributed to
a non-judgemental, free flowing experience for a wide range of
participants.

The law of Open Space
People move where their interest takes them when they want to move
on. Our working groups were encouraged to be dynamic and free
flowing. Also, when people wanted to leave the workshop they were
welcome to do so – for a coffee or for good.

Roles in Open Space
Bumblebees go from group to group and cross pollinate ideas
Butterflies flit around the groups looking lovely and then at the very
last minute may say the one thing that can crystalize the discussion.
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In our first plenary round of discussion we generated 80 questions
people wanted answered about open space. Participants then
worked with facilitators to refine these questions into seven main
headings which then formed the basis of group discussion.
Participants were encouraged to walk around and join other
groups, writing
comments or marking their support on the posters that
had been developed at each table.
The final hour was used to distil the work that had been
done and make agreements about which key elements
were ‘must haves’ for the group. The facilitators
continually checked for agreement with the group and
asked for indications of agreement or dissent on a range of issues
which were not universally adopted. Some of these issues included
controls on allocation of units; for example, to families with children
and as affordable housing. We also tested out people’s appetite for
shared laundries, storage space, guest accommodation (all receiving a
mainly positive outcome).
The outcome is summarised above in the executive
summary of the day. Below are the detailed outputs
of the seven groups.

1. Vision, objectives and philosophy
The philosophy of inclusivity was seen as very important: with the wider community, with different
ages, abilities and backgrounds. The summary of the vision was:
People living in their own dwelling together in a group who share social
justice values that spread resources. In addition, environmental principles
would be used to minimise environmental impact in every way possible.
The key list that emerged from the group was:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Mutual respect for race, religion, gender
Desire to participate in an intentional community (mutual society)
Agreement as to size and number of dwellings – including possibly
several smaller blocks/buildings each with a with specific focus –
maybe 15 units each. Could make up a community of 100 – 150
people.
Sharing skills
Respecting each other’s privacy
Ageing in place (healthy communities have a mix of ages, but we
need to ensure the intention is to enable everyone to stay and grow
old there)
Diversity of dwelling types
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•

Common areas and facilities

The areas with question marks were:
•
•
•

Childcare centre integrated?
Age limit or multigenerational?
Social housing?

The governance group would need to ensure these principles were incorporated into some kind of
‘rules’.

2. Governance
Two-stage set up process and then ongoing governance.
1. At set up a small number of people to have a purview of
membership, heads of agreement, commitment to invest money,
compatibility of land/property to concept, acquisition of
land/property
2. Once land/property purchased this group will ensure the
design is developed in a way compatible with the agreed
framework for habitation – particularly in relation to shared
space. This will ensure space required to realise the vision is
designed in from the start. IT would also include for example
costing and use of shared space, development of commercial facilities bringing in income to the
development whilst still compatible with concept and heads of agreement.
3. Ongoing governance would grow from heads of agreement and become ‘village laws’ which
would evolve via participation. These by-laws would include dispute resolution procedures.
Detail of the ongoing governance which was suggested by
participants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garden governance
Shared space use – booking, external visitors,
entrepreneurial activity
Another tier of membership for use of shared space
(outside residents)
Share economy/skills economy
Inheritance issues
Site management and administration issues
Choice of leadership group – how it evolves in
membership over time
Management of changed mental and physical conditions (e.g. affecting mental
states and behaviours)
Linking with the Peninsular Village (Balmain Hub)
Social rules and By-laws as different level of ‘rules’
Social rules around issues to do with values, religion, building community, approach
to conflict
By-laws more about formal dispute resolution
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3. Finance and Legal
Options:
1. Retirement village model:
lump sum up front, lease for
life, refund of lump sum.
Not attractive: - no capital gain, erosion of lump sum by fees, need to wait until apartment has been resold
to get lump sum, need to pay for management
BUT: could it be made more democratic if residents owned the operator
(say shares), could shares be sold to realise capital gain?
2. Strata model:
Pros and Cons:
• social/affordable element
• Key worker
• Government subsidy
• Common property
• What can body corporate control?
3. Lease
Well understood. Could be unattractive to older persons. Nothing to
pass to heirs. What if buy shares in landlord and lease dwelling and
building? Will shares be difficult to sell?
4. Company title model:
Condominiums? Banks; will they provide finance? Approval required to become an owner - this
depresses value because of limited market (banks wary). Cannot ask people to leave if they pay their
levies. Are we “jumping at shadows” – original members may not require finance (subsequent may).
Discussion of type of company (community interest company used in UK and Canada: housing co-op
or mutual society for ownership).
Development Funding options
Bank funding will probably be required to buy the property, to do detailed design work and get DAs
etc and to build the building. Borrow from bank to fund and pay back on completion with sale of all
units.
Can we get any government assistance / grants? At what stage will a (10%) deposit be required? –
Probably up front like any off the plan purchase. Can we build in affordable element (for key workers
- government subsidy could be available)?
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Common Property
Affordability will link to amount of common property - what else can be common property? (shops?
communal spaces; other?) Agree how much common space (e.g. more or less than 20%) and how to
cost that and decide upon a maintenance levy (two to three times the normal cost?) Employment of
a manager/maintenance person?

4. Health and Wellbeing
Units:
•

•
•

Ensure bedrooms, bathrooms and design generally
accommodates assistive living and care and can be
adapted if needed
Design of some apartments with ‘making space’
Maybe extra sound-proofed units for noisier people!

Share space possibilities:
Draw on resort design, mix permanent (e.g. kitchen, dining, library) and multi-use e.g. wider hub
community
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extra sound-proofed space for music making
Smoke free public areas
Library
• Arts space/studio workshop
• Wet room
• Gallery/display space

Café
Gym
Pool
Rooftop garden,
vegetables, fruit, relaxation and
open space, native
garden, wetland, water, ponds,
Roundness and
curves in design
Exercise space
Consulting rooms for allied health, medical, nursing, legal, mediation
Storage space for bikes, kayaks, exercise equipment

Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different ones for ages and stages and abilities
U3A
Speakers
Connectedness with wider community
Share economy for skills, artists, classes, work in cafe
Groups like film, choir books, walking, gardening, cycling, fitness, chess
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5. Connections to community and wider cohousing
movement
•

•

•

•
•
•

To be able to
invite into our
common space
local people,
school
groups,
refugees, disabled people
Our development needs to
be a platform to share
knowledge and experience
to others
We want a sense of
community which is linked
to our ‘brand’ and allows us
to share our skills
We want to be the go to resource for what we do
It is essential we are not a gated community
It would be nice to have low income housing – possibly for people providing services and
temporary accommodation for guests

6. Location
Balmain Peninsular/Inner West was preferred
location
Other principles:
1. Easy access to good public transport choices
2. Avoid noise and air pollution (i.e. air-born pollution) with
best prospect for passive design
3. Orientation and topography elevated but gentle, prospect
and refuse, avoid south side of peninsular to get solar access and cooling breezes
4. Vistas/outlook on water or nature
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5.
Easy walkable connection to good parks
6.
Urban vs rural – do weekend swaps (IR on an AGEncy App!)
7.
Adaptation vs new build
8.
Whole of life-cycle cost, embodied energy far ahead, more
location options
9.
Village or complex? One site or many?
10. Relationship between location and finance/costs?

7. Design
Interestingly, if not surprisingly
everything that was raised in the
topic groups above was discussed
in the design group. This group
will however be key to the next
steps: making real the ideas
contained above.
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Next Steps
In the next 6 months we will:
1. Further develop the overall model
a. Organise the information gathered from the workshop in a more logical way to
assist development of the model
b. Continue to gather feedback from members on their personal needs for cohousing
c. Develop a visual story board to further illustrate the vision
2. Continue to engage with potential stakeholders including Inner West Council, State
Government, not for profit and for profit organisations
3. Seek potential sites including smaller scale options
4. Develop documentation to support applications to
a. banks and business partners
b. potential residents
5. Develop our Charter, seeking feedback from all members to create a document for
ratification by Special Resolution at the AGM in August.
Our Charter will form the base for any future contracts or rules which we develop.

The AGEncy Project Steering Group: left to right – Roger Hamilton, Margot Woods, Keryn Curtis,
Guy Luscombe, Susan Hamilton, David Scandol
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Event facilitated by Louise Silburn and Jo McAlpine from
Transforming Partnerships,
www.transformingpartnerships.com.au
Graphic Recording by Rebecca Lazenby, Paragrafix
www.paragrafix.com.au
Thanks to Inner West Council for the free hire of the Hannaford Centre in
Rozelle and most of all thanks to the 56
people who attended the workshop on a
Sunday and put so much passion and
energy into the day.
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